Basic Report

**Tolstoy on Horseback**
1910
Prince Paolo Troubetzkoy
bronze

**Danseuse**
1910
Prince Paolo Troubetzkoy
bronze

**Hindu Dancer**
1910
Prince Paolo Troubetzkoy
bronze

**Italian Hunting Dog**
n.d.
Prince Paolo Troubetzkoy
bronze

**Elephant**
1887
Prince Paolo Troubetzkoy
bronze

**La Argentina**
n.d.
Prince Paolo Troubetzkoy
bronze
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**Little Lady from the Sea**
1913
Janet Scudder
bronze

**Council of War**
1868
John Rogers
painted plaster

**Two Cowboys**
1916
Prince Paolo Troubetzkoy
bronze

**Henry Edwards Huntington**
1917
Prince Paolo Troubetzkoy
bronze

**George Washington**
1913
Pierre-Jean David d'Angers
marble

**Bacchante**
1913
Frederick William MacMonnies
bronze
Carved Stone Dog
1910
Anna Hyatt Huntington
stone

Carved Stone Dog
1910
Anna Hyatt Huntington
stone

Abraham Lincoln
modeled 1860, cast 1880
Leonard Wells Volk
bronze

Robert E. Lee
late 19th Century
Philip Martiny
bronze

Saint Francis of Assisi
1924-1926
Clara Leonora Huntington
bronze

Robert Louis Stevenson
1889
Augustus Saint-Gaudens
bronze
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William James Potter
n.d.
Walton Ricketson
plaster

Joseph Conrad
1924
Jacob Epstein
brass

George Bernard Shaw
1934
Jacob Epstein
bronze

Winston Churchill
1946
Jacob Epstein
bronze

Head of Albert Einstein
1933
Jacob Epstein
bronze

Sleeping Baby
n.d.
Jacob Epstein
bronze

Sara Bard (Field) Wood
c. 1914
Ralph Stackpole
bronze

Washington Allston Medallion
n.d.
Charles Hazeltine
plaster
Elizabeth Laroque
1928
Jo Davidson
limestone (polychromed burgundy)

Pandora
1858
Chauncey Bradley Ives
marble

Ruth
1853
Chauncey Bradley Ives
marble

Portrait of Virginia Steele Scott (design for VSS commemorative)
n.d.
Leonard Baskin
plaster maquette

Bronco Buster
1895
Frederic Remington
bronze

Puck
carved after 1854
Harriet Goodhue Hosmer
marble

Puck
1854
Harriet Goodhue Hosmer
marble

Elisabeth Laroque
1928
Jo Davidson
limestone (polychromed burgundy)
Salome
1915
Paul Manship
gilt bronze on marble base

The Bomb Thrower, or Pasquale
1910
Maurice Sterne
bronze

Day
1938
Paul Manship
bronze

Evening
1938
Paul Manship
bronze

Morning
1938
Paul Manship
bronze

Benediction
1922
Daniel Chester French
bronze
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Young Mother
1899
Bessie Potter Vonnoh
bronze

Duck Baby
1913
Edith Barretto Stevens Parsons
bronze

Filatrice
1850
Henry Kirke Brown
bronze

Diana
modeled 1890; cast ca. 1894
Frederick William MacMonnies
bronze

David Wilson Jordan
c.a. 1895
Samuel Murray
painted plaster

The Fisher Boy
c.a. 1850
Hiram Powers
marble
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**Nude Woman**
1927
Clara Leonora Huntington
marble

**Fancy**
1923
John Gregory
white marble on original black marble socle

**Antelope and Hound**
1916
Wilhelm Hunt Diederich
bronze on marble base

**Woman with Poodle**
ca. 1914-1915
Elie Nadelman
carved wood relief on separate mount

**Young Mother**
1896
Bessie Potter Vonnoh
plaster
Zenobia in Chains
1859
Harriet Goodhue Hosmer
marble

Bust of a Woman
1869
William Wetmore Story
marble

Screen
1937
Sargent Claude Johnson
carved, gilded and painted
redwood, executed in four parts

Mother and Baby
c. 1954
William Zorach
bronze relief, gold patina

Brillo Box
1964
Andy Warhol
silkscreen and house paint on
plywood

Untitled
c. 1960
Harry Bertoia
bronze
Teardrop with Calligraphy
"Zero"
2010
Mineo Mizuno
ceramic

Spinning
1882-1883, cast 1980
Thomas Eakins
bronze

Torso/ Sardinia
1963
Aldo Casanova
bronze with stone base

Knitting
1882-1883, cast 1980
Thomas Eakins
bronze

Sea Sprite
1967
John Edward Svenson
redwood

For W.A.
1969
Tony Smith
bronze
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Eagle
ca. 1800
Unknown, American, 18th Century
red pine

Eagle
ca. 1815
Unknown, American
white pine

Mask of Elizabeth Laroque
1926
Jo Davidson
terracotta

Head of a Boy
ca. 1928
Sargent Claude Johnson
glazed stoneware

Hard Times
ca. 1970
Michael Frimkess
stoneware

The Peacocks
1918
Gaston Lachaise
bronze

Plaque with Bas Relief of a Man and Woman
ca. 1830
Unknown, American
carved pine, paint, and shellac

Untitled
1979-2003
Sam Francis
corten steel

The Peacocks
1918
Gaston Lachaise
bronze
Ideal Head
ca. 1908-1911
Elie Nadelman
marble